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一一一一、、、、    中文中文中文中文摘要摘要摘要摘要    

網絡入侵偵測系統已被廣泛用於保護計算機系統免受網路攻擊。由於越來越多的攻擊和網路的複

雜性，傳統的軟體方法對單一核心處理器已經不適用於當前的高速網路。本計畫的主要目的提出以

多核心圖形處理器(graphics processing unit , GPU)加速正規表示法比對之演算法與架構設計，本計畫

所提出之平行演算法利用GPU多核心架構有效加速字串比對，相較實現Aho-Corasick演算法於CPU的

方法，加速約4000倍，相較其他硬體架構，亦有2-3倍的效能改善。此外，我們所提出的演算法亦可

降低傳統Aho-Corasick演算法的記憶體需求。 

研究成果將發表於2010 IEEE Globecom國際會議和第21超大型積體電路設計暨計算機輔助設計

研討會。 

 

關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字：：：：字串比對、多核心圖形處理單元 

 



二二二二、、、、    英文摘要英文摘要英文摘要英文摘要    

Network Intrusion Detection System has been widely used to protect computer systems from network 

attacks. Due to the ever-increasing number of attacks and network complexity, traditional software 

approaches on uni-processors have become inadequate for the current high-speed network. In this project, 

we propose a novel parallel algorithm to speedup string matching performed on GPUs. We also innovate 

new state machine for string matching, the state machine of which is more suitable to be performed on GPU. 

We have also described several speedup techniques considering special architecture properties of GPU. The 

experimental results demonstrate the new algorithm on GPUs achieves up to 4,000 times speedup compared 

to the AC algorithm on CPU. Compared to other GPU approaches, the new algorithm achieves 3 times 

faster with significant improvement on memory efficiency. Furthermore, because the new Algorithm 

reduces the complexity of the Aho-Corasick algorithm, the new algorithm also improves on memory 

requirements.  

The research results have been accepted by IEEE GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE 

(IEEE GLOBECOM 2010) and the 21st VLSI Design/CAD Symposium. 

 

Keywords: string matching, graphics processing unit 

 



三三三三、、、、    計畫緣由與目的計畫緣由與目的計畫緣由與目的計畫緣由與目的    

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) have been widely used to protect computer systems from 

network attacks such as denial of service attacks, port scans, or malware. The string matching engine used 

to identify network attacks by inspecting packet content against thousands of predefined patterns dominates 

the performance of an NIDS. Due to the ever-increasing number of attacks and network complexity, 

traditional string matching approaches on uni-processors have become inadequate for the high-speed 

network. 

To accelerate string matching, many hardware approaches are being proposed that can be classified into 

logic-based [1][2][3][4] and memory-based approaches [5][6][7][8][9]. Recently, Graphic Processor Unit 

(GPU) has attracted a lot of attention due to their cost-effective parallel computing power. A modified 

Wu-Manber algorithm [10] and a modified suffix tree algorithm [11] are implemented on GPU to accelerate 

exact string matching while a traditional DFA approach [12] and a new state machine XFA [13] are 

proposed to accelerate regular expression matching on GPU.  

In this project, we study the use of parallel computation on GPUs for accelerating string matching. A 

direct implementation of parallel computation on GPUs is to divide an input stream into multiple segments, 

each of which is processed by a parallel thread for string matching. For example in Fig. 1(a), using a single 

thread to find the pattern “AB” takes 24 cycles. If we divide an input stream into four segments and allocate 

each segment a thread to find the pattern “AB” simultaneously, the fourth thread only takes six cycles to 

find the same pattern as shown in Fig. 1(b). 

 

Figure 1. Single vs. multiple thread approach 

However, the direct implementation of dividing an input stream on GPUs cannot detect a pattern 

occurring in the boundary of adjacent segments. We call the new problem as the “boundary detection” 

problem. For example, in Fig. 2, the pattern “AB” occurs in the boundary of segments 3 and 4 and cannot be 

identified by threads 3 and 4. Despite the fact that boundary detection problems can be resolved by having 

threads to process overlapped computation on the boundaries (as shown in Fig. 3), the overhead of 

overlapped computation seriously degrades performance.  

 

Figure 2. Boundary detection problem that the pattern “AB” cannot be identified by Thread 3 and 4. 
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Figure 3. Every thread scans across the boundary to resolve the boundary detection problem. 

 

四四四四、、、、    研究方法研究方法研究方法研究方法    

This project addresses the algorithm and architecture design of string matching on GPUs. In this section, 

we first describe the problems of direct implementation of AC Algorithm on GPU and then propose our 

parallel algorithm and experimental results. 

4.1 Problems of Direct Implementation of AC Algorithm on GPU 
Among string matching algorithms, the AC algorithm [5][8][9][14][16][17] has been widely used for 

string matching due to its advantage of matching multiple patterns in a single pass. Using the AC Algorithm 

for string matching consists of two steps. The first step is to compile multiple patterns into a composite state 

machine. The second step is to use a single thread to recognize attack patterns by traversing the state 

machine. For example, Fig. 4 shows the state machine of the four patterns, “AB”, “ABG”, “BEDE”, and 

“EF”. In Fig. 4, the solid lines represent the valid transitions whereas the dotted lines represent the failure 

transitions.  

The failure transitions are used to back-track the state machine to recognize patterns in different 

locations. Given a current state and an input character, the AC machine first checks whether there is a valid 

transition for the input character; otherwise, the machine jumps to the next state where the failure transition 

points. Then, the machine regards the same input character until the character causes a valid transition. For 

example, consider an input stream which contains a substring “ABEDE”. The AC state machine first 

traverses from state 0, state 1, to state 2 which is the final state of pattern “AB”. Because state 2 has no valid 

transition for the input “E,” the AC state machine first takes a failure transition to state 4 and then regards 

the same input “E” leading to state 5. Finally, the AC state machine reaches state 7 which is the final state of 

pattern “BEDE”.   

 
Figure 4. AC state machine of the patterns “AB”, “ABG”, “BEDE”, and “EF” 

One approach to increase the throughput of string matching is to increase the parallelism of the AC 

algorithm. A direct implementation to increase the parallelism is to divide an input stream into multiple 

segments and to allocate each segment a thread to process string matching. As Fig. 5 shows, all threads 
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process string matching on their own segments by traversing the same AC state machine simultaneously. As 

discussed in introduction, the direct implementation incurs the boundary detection problem. To resolve the 

boundary detection problem, each thread must scan across the boundary to recognize the pattern that occurs 

in the boundary. In other words, in order to resolve the boundary detection problem and identify all possible 

patterns, each thread must scan for a minimum length which is almost equal to the segment length plus the 

longest pattern length of an AC state machine. For example in Fig. 5, supposing each segment has eight 

characters and the longest pattern of the AC state machine has four characters, each thread must scan a 

minimum length of eleven (8+4-1) characters to identify all possible patterns. The minimum length is 

calculated by adding the segment length and the length of the longest pattern, and then subtracting one 

character. The overhead caused by scanning the additional length across the boundary is so-called 

overlapped computation.  

On the other hand, the throughput of string matching on GPU can be improved by deeply partitioning 

an input stream and increasing threads. However, deeply partitioning will cause the probability of the 

boundary detection problem to increase. To resolve the boundary detection problem, the overlapped 

computation increases tremendously and leads to throughput bottleneck.  

 
Figure 5. Direct implementation which divides an input stream into multiple  

segments and allocates each segment a thread to traverse the AC state machine. 

4.2 Parallel Failureless-AC Algorithm 
In order to increase the throughput of string matching on GPU and resolve the throughput bottleneck 

caused by the overlapped computation, we propose a new algorithm, called Parallel Failureless-AC 

Algorithm (PFAC). In PFAC, we allocate each byte of an input stream a GPU thread to identify any virus 

pattern starting at the thread starting location.  

The idea of allocating each byte of an input stream a thread to identify any virus pattern starting at the 

thread starting location has an important implication on the efficiency. First, in the conventional AC state 

machine, the failure transitions are used to back-track the state machine to identify the virus patterns starting 

at any location of an input stream. Since in the PFAC algorithm, a GPU thread only concerns the virus 

pattern starting at a particular location, the GPU threads of PFAC need not back-track the state machine. 

Therefore, the failure transitions of the AC state machine can all be removed. An AC state machine with all 

its failure transitions removed is called Failureless-AC state machine. Fig. 6 shows the diagram of the PFAC 

which allocates each byte of an input stream a thread to traverse the new Failureless-AC state machine. 

 
Figure 6. Parallel Failureless-AC algorithm which allocates each byte of an  
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input stream a thread to traverse the Failureless-AC state machine. 

We now use an example to illustrate the PFAC algorithm. Fig. 7 shows the Failureless-AC state 

machine to identify the patterns “AB”, “ABG”, “BEDE”, and “EF” where all failure transitions are removed. 

Consider an input stream which contains a substring “ABEDE”. As shown in Fig. 8, the thread tn is 

allocated to input “A” to traverse the Failureless-AC state machine. After taking the input “AB”, thread tn 

reaches state 2, which indicates pattern “AB” is matched. Because there is no valid transition for “E” in 

state 2, thread tn terminates at state 2. Similarly, thread tn+1 is allocated to input “B”. After taking input 

“BEDE”, thread tn+1 reaches state 7 which indicates pattern “BEDE” is matched. 

 

Figure 7. Failureless-AC state machine of the patterns “AB”, “ABG”, “BEDE”, and “EF”. 

 

Figure 8: Example of PFAC 

There are three reasons that the PFAC algorithm is superior to the straightforward implementation in 

Section II. They are described as follows. First, there is no boundary detection problem, as with the 

straightforward implementation. Second, both the worst-case and average life times of threads in the PFAC 

algorithm are much shorter than the time needed for the straightforward implementation. As shown in Fig. 9, 

threads tn to tn+3 terminate early at state 0 because there are no valid transitions for “X” in state 0. The 

threads tn+6 and tn+8 terminate early at state 8 because there are no valid transitions for “D” and “X” in 

state 8. Although the PFAC algorithm allocates a large number of threads, most threads have a high 

probability of terminating early, and both the worst-case and average life-time of threads in the PFAC 

algorithm are much shorter than the direct implementation. Third, the memory usage of the PFAC algorithm 

is smaller, due to the removal of failure transitions.  
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Figure 9. Most threads terminate early in PFAC 

4.3 Experimental Results 
We have implemented the proposed algorithm on a commodity GPU card and compare with the recent 

published GPU approaches. The experimental configurations are as follows: 

� CPU: Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU E7300 2.66GHz 

� System main memory: 4,096 DDR2 memory 

� GPU card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 295 576MHz 

� 480 cores with 1,792 MB GDDR3 memory 

� Patterns: string patterns of Snort V2.4 

In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we implement three approaches described in this 

project for comparisons. As shown in Table 1, the CPU_AC denotes the method of implementing the AC 

algorithm on CPU, which is the most popular approach adopted by NIDS systems, such as Snort. The 

Direct_AC approach denotes the direct implementation of the AC algorithm on GPU. The PFAC denotes the 

Parallel Failureless-AC approach on GPU. Table 1 shows the results of these three approaches for 

processing two different input streams. Column one lists two different input streams, the normal case 

denotes a randomly generated sequence of 219Kbytes comprising 19,103 virus patterns, whereas the virus 

case denotes a sequence of 219 Kbytes comprising 61,414 virus patterns.  

Column 2, 3, 4, and 5 list the throughput of the three approaches, CPU_AC, Direct_AC, and PFAC, 

respectively. For processing the normal case of input streams, the throughput of CPU_AC, Direct_AC, and 

PFAC are 997, 6,428, and 3,963,966 KBps (Kilo Bytes per second), respectively. The experimental results 

show that the PFAC performs up to 4,000 times faster than the CPU_AC approach while the Direct_AC can 

only perform 6.4 times as fast. In other words, the PFAC also achieves up to 600 times faster than 

Direct_AC approach on GPU. 

Furthermore, because the new algorithm removes the failure transitions of the AC state machine, the 

memory requirement can also be reduced. Table 2 shows that the new algorithm can reduce the number of 

transitions by 50%, and therefore achieve a memory reduction of 21% for Snort patterns. Table 3 compares 

with several recent published GPU approaches [10][11][12][13]. In Table 3, columns 2, 3, 4, and 5 shows 

the character number, memory size, the throughput, and the memory efficiency which is defined as the 

following equation. 

Memory efficiency = Throughput / Memory    (1) 

As shown in Table 3, our results are faster than all [10][11][12][13] with efficient memory usage. We 
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would like to mention that the memory-based approach requires the design and fabrication of a dedicated 

hardware whereas the GPU approach is more general in the sense that both software and the virus patterns 

can be easily updated. 

TABLE 1: THROUGHPUT COMPARISON OF THREE APPROACHES 

Input streams 
CPU_AC Direct_AC PFAC 

Throughput 
(KBps) 

Throughput 
(KBps) 

Throughput 
(KBps) 

Normal Case 997 6,428 3,963,966 
Virus Case 657 4,691 3,656,217 
Ratio 1 ~6.4 ~4000 

TABLE 2: MEMORY COMPARISON 
 Conventional AC PFAC 

states transitions memory (KB) states transitions memory (KB) Reduction 
Snort rule* 8,285 16,568 143 8,285 8,284 114 21% 
Ratio 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.79  

* The Snort rules contain 994 patterns and total 22,776 characters. 

TABLE 3. COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS GPU APPROACHES 

Approaches 
Character 
number of 

rule set 

Memory 
(KB) 

Throughput 
(GBps) 

Memory Efficiency 
(Throughput/memory) Notes 

PFAC 22,776 114 3.9 34,210 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 295 
Huang et al. [10] Modified WM 1,565 230 0.3 1,304 NVIDIA GeForce 7600 GT  

Schatz et al. [11] Suffix Tree 200,000 14,125 ~0.25 17.7 NVIDIA GTX 8800 
Vasiliadis et al. [12] DFA N.A. 200,000 0.8 4 NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GX2  

Smith et al. [13] XFA N.A. 3,000 1.3 433 NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX  
      

五五五五、、、、    重要執行成果和價值重要執行成果和價值重要執行成果和價值重要執行成果和價值    

In this project, we attempt to speedup string matching using GPU. Our major contributions are 

summarized as follows.  

1. We propose a novel parallel algorithm to speedup string matching performed on GPUs. The 

new parallel algorithm is free from the boundary problem. 

2. We also innovate new state machine for string matching, the state machine of which is more 

suitable to be performed in the parallel algorithm. 

3. Considering special architecture properties of GPU, we have also described several speedup 

techniques.  

4. Finally, we perform experiments on the Snort rules. The experimental results show that the 

new algorithm on GPU achieves up to 4,000 times speedup compared to the AC algorithm on 

CPU. Compared to other GPU [10][11][12][13] approaches, the new algorithm achieves 3 

times faster with significant improvement on memory efficiency. In addition, because the new 

Algorithm reduces the complexity of the Aho-Corasick (AC) [14] algorithm, we achieve an 

average of 21% memory reduction for all string patterns of Snort V2.4 [15].  

All techniques have been accepted and published in international conferences and journals. In 

the following, we list the related papers of above techniques. 

 

[1]  Cheng-Hung Lin, Sheng-Yu Tsai, Chen-Hsiung Liu, Shih-Chieh Chang, and Jyuo-Min Shyu, 

"Optimization of String Matching Algorithm on GPU," in Proc. of  21st VLSI Design/CAD 
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Symposium, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, August 3-6, pp.163-166, 2010. (Best Paper Nominee)  

 

[2]   Cheng-Hung Lin, Sheng-Yu Tsai, Chen-Hsiung Liu, Shih-Chieh Chang, and Jyuo-Min Shyu, 

"Accelerating String Matching Using Multi-threaded Algorithm on GPU," to appear in 

IEEE GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE (IEEE GLOBECOM 2010), Miami, 

Florida, USA, December 6-10, 2010. 

 

六六六六、、、、    結論結論結論結論    

Graphics Processor Units (GPUs) have attracted a lot of attention due to their cost-effective and 

dramatic power of massive data parallel computing. In this project, we have proposed a novel 

parallel algorithm to accelerate string matching by GPU. The experimental results show that the 

new algorithm on GPU can achieve a significant speedup compared to the AC algorithm on CPU. 

Compared to other GPU approaches, the new algorithm achieves 3 times faster with significant 

improvement on memory efficiency. In addition, because the new algorithm reduces the complexity 

of the AC algorithm, the new algorithm also improves on memory requirements. 
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